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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,

We are thrilled to finally be able to share our first issue of
Sonder Midwest with you. We are a new literary arts magazine that started July 21, 2017. After nine months we are
finally able to present our figurative child to the world. We
are so thankful to be able to present this work to you and
we are incredibly thankful to have gotten so many amazing
submissions.

Lauren: I would like to thank Katie Roemer, my mother. She
has been so supportive and is the most amazing human. Just
read the magazine, everyone who has been published has
done great work.

Erica: I am incredibly grateful for this opportunity to publish others works. Thank you Ryan Collins, Ryan Murphy,
and Skylar Alexander for introducing me to literary magazines and for helping me grow as a writer. Thank you to the
Midwest Writing Center for introducing me to my amazing
friends, Lauren and Sam. Thank you Matthew Speidel, John
Eastland, Liane DeVore, Eric Eastland, Alana Neblung, Kelsi Neblung, and Carly Neblung for supporting me through
this venture. Thank you Paxton Loquist, Stevi Breshears,
and Hannah Johnson for helping me proofread some of
these submissions. Thank you Amy Foley for mentoring me
through this process. Thank you Erin Hantz for also being
part of our team and helping us read submissions. Finally,
thank you to all of the submitters and published artists, if it
wasn’t for you our amazing first edition of Sonder would not
be possible.

Sam: I am so thankful for my two wonderfully talentedfriends that worked on this magazine with me, Lauren Roemer and Erica Eastland. I also want to thank our reader
Erin Hantz for helping us out with this issue and being super talented. This experience has been out of this world. I
never would have even thought about starting an expedition like this if it hadn’t been for the mentors I worked with
during The Young Emerging Writers Internship. Thank you
Ryan Collins, Skyler Alexander, and Ryan Murphy for being
incredibly outstanding people and superb writers. I would
also like to thank the following people, my parents; Pam and
Dean Bruner, my brother; Dillin Bruner, my grandparents;
Paul and Emily Jo Bruner and Sandy and Ray Gruver, as well
as Carl White, Taylor Bensenberg, and Camden Wilkins.
Thank you too all the people who submitted to Sonder.
(((Good Vibes)))

We hope you enjoy this issue as much as we enjoyed reading
and putting it together.
Thank you,

The Team at Sonder Midwest
Lauren Roemer
Erica Eastland
Sam Bruner

left-handed

Sophia Fangman
sequoias are the tallest, strongest, oldest trees in the world, towering
hundreds of feet over everything around them. they can withstand almost
anything; but they burn all the time.
the way they grow is when flames climb up their trunks and turn everything inside to dusty ashes. they burn. they grow tall and stately while fire
burns away everything they don’t need.
probably some of what they do need, too.
my mom was paralyzed a week before her first birthday. she still doesn’t
know if she was dropped or shaken.
she’s left-handed. she likes to joke about being in a secret club, as if I don’t
know that the only reason her left hand is stronger is because her
right side was paralyzed before she could speak.

as if I could forget that she’s only left-handed because the people who
were supposed to protect her from all the hurt in the world were the
ones who hurt her the most.
I’ve never laughed at that joke.

I don’t know how sequoias control their fire; how their outsides can
be strong enough to stand even while their insides burn. it seems
impossible. they crack, they crumble into scorched pieces. while the
smaller trees around them go up in flames, sequoias live; they grow.
they burn.

it was my mom’s grandma, not her mother, who taught her to sit tall
in a chair. grandmummy lived to be a hundred and one. by that time,
her outsides and her insides were failing her and she didn’t want to
be alive anymore.
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she got cremated when she died. I think grandmummy preferred to
be ashes than papery flesh and brittle bones. ashes can’t be burned.
you can’t burn something twice.

I once found myself wincing when I heard my mom say
“I love you”

to her mother on the phone. she just sat tall and straight in her chair
and smiled at the forest green paint peeling above the stove.
I guess I don’t understand forgiveness yet.
“I love you”

I pretend that I don’t think about babies falling every time my mom’s
embrace makes me feel safe, I pretend that a mother’s love is magical
and that sequoias are magical and that the branches of an ancient
tree can catch a screaming child.
“I love you”

I don’t know if sequoias love the fire or if the ashes love the bark or if
the ashes love the trees or if the fire loves the ashes. but I can’t imagine that they do.
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The Time I Was a Tree
Caitlin Butler

I was rooted, once, with
aspirations enough to choke
out bad air and take from the dirt
poor clods enough to keep my
bulging veins and sinews stretched
taut, protecting my waterfall core and the birds who taught
my limbs to preen,
to flutter, shaking sunshine
off, and toss like gold-leaf from my lips
as from a highway window
the twinkling sparks and ash of cigarette butts
of jokes whose Punch and Judy lines
were drawn long before
they had a chance to blur.
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Antique

David Rodriquez
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Going Under
Mary Keller

Locked
Trapped
One way in
One way out
Panic fights peace
Hold on!
Help from the outside
Everything’s going to be fine!
Pushing from one side
Pulling from the other
It’s not working
Keep trying!
More methods of escape
Using force to pull
Don’t panic!
Water floods the room
The craft is sinking
No, the room alone is filling up
Panic overpowers peace
Try that!
Water at knee-level
Clothes soaked
Searching for tools
Weapons are useless
Regret
Climb up!
More struggling
Frustration precedes defeat

Water at waist-level
Gazes of fear and panic meet
Seen only through a panel of round glass
Separated by steel
Everything’s going to be okay.
Hope
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Peace overcomes panic
Working together
Water reaching chest-level
Shivering from the icy touch
Praying
It’ll be okay, I promise.
Trying to believe
Losing footing
Gathering air
Holding a breath
Falling under
Panic
Pained lungs
Gaining balance
Fear seen through the glass
Try harder.
Water splashing the ceiling
Room filled
No air left
Drowning
One last look
Panic fades
. . . Stop trying . . .
Tranquility
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THE LOSS OF A HOME
Arrinana Marino

The day was sunny, the streets were crowded. No one was looking at her, everyone was minding
their own businesses. She focused on her feet, not wanting to make eye contact with anyone. She
had taken off her favorite earrings and necklace back home. They weren’t made of gold, but they
were golden. It was too risky. She wasn’t wearing her normal clothes that day, either. She wanted
to be invisible. To feel invisible. Panic grew inside her stomach when she heard a motorcycle
nearby. She walked faster, trying not to think on how easy of a target she was for deciding to
dye her hair blonde. The motorcycle disappeared behind a corner, and she tried to reduce her
heartbeat. Her phone rang inside her front pocket, hidden behind her t-shirt. She couldn’t use a
purse, it was too obvious, too risky. Her phone kept ringing. She didn’t answer it. When she saw
a woman talking on her phone in the middle of the sidewalk, she asked herself, in shock, how
could she do that? How could she be so brave? It didn’t matter how hard she tried, how much she
tried to convince herself that she didn’t have to think about it, she couldn’t. She couldn’t feel free.
In the middle of the street. She wasn’t free at all.
Everyone was a threat to her until proved otherwise.
Inside an old yellow building that needed repairs, a 16 year old girl sat on her kitchen table,
grabbing the newspaper her dad had bought that morning. She read the first headline her eyes
caught: “A man died due to lack of supplies in hospitals in the capital”. She thought to herself he
wasn’t the only one. The second headline she read claimed: “two other policemen were killed
last Tuesday”. She didn’t feel any sympathy. Her eyes wandered through the rest of the pages,
reading only the headlines, avoiding to read the whole stories. This way, she thought, it wouldn’t
get to her. When the sound of the news channel starting on the TV got to her ears, she stood up
quickly and turned it off. Out of sight, out of mind, she thought. She couldn’t let herself think
about how many families were suffering, right now. She couldn’t let her mind process how bad
the situation really was. If she did, she would cry again, like she did when she hung up the phone
after talking to her boyfriend, who must be getting on a plane, on his way to some better place,
some place safer. She thought to herself, once again, “out of sight, out of mind”.
If she chooses to ignore it, it won’t get to her.
A white Ford Explorer avoided the sixth hole on the road it has encountered since the man
behind the wheel left his house, fifteen minutes ago, and he cussed for the fourth time as well. He
stopped in a red light. A man with a cap started to clean his windshield, although he didn’t ask
for it. He rolled down the window just a little, enough for the man to hear him, and yelled with
a hint of anger “I don’t have any cash!” The man stopped immediately, gave him a small nod and
walked towards the car behind the Explorer. He thought to himself, pissed, he should be looking
for a real job. On the next traffic light he stopped, a small, skinny kid with worn-out clothes that
looked too big on him carried a bucket of flowers through the cars. The boy could have been his
son. He thought, angrily, to himself, where are the parents of that small creature? On the way to
the church he goes to every week, he spots a couple of policemen pulling over two 20 year-olds
riding a small car. He wonders if they have enough cash to meet the policemen’s bribe.
He asks himself, angrily, what did these people do to deserve this?
Sitting on a bench, inside the church, a fan blowing on her hair, an old lady with a rosary between her fingers looks up to the statue of Jesus on the Cross. Her eyes watered, as she thought
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of her grandkids. She stays on that bench for a long time, praying for her family to have a full
plate of food before going to sleep, so her grandkids won’t have to go to bed with only a glass of
water inside their little stomachs. She prays for her daughter to find the pills her husband needs
desperately, to control his arterial pressure. She prays for her to be able to receive her pension
tomorrow, if the line in the bank isn’t too long. She prays for her son’s wage to always be enough
to support his family. She prays for her friends, who can’t even die in peace, because the funerary
arrangements are way more expensive than what their families can afford. She dares to bargain
with God, assuring him not everyone here is rotten. Not everyone is bad. The good ones are
suffering, the bad ones are destroying everything.
She thought to herself, hoping God could hear her, that not everyone deserves to live like this.
A seventeen year old boy hangs up the phone to hand his documents to the lady behind the
counter, as he watches the airplane through the window. He sighs, remembering the conversation he had with his girlfriend, and his eyes watered. He asks himself, holding back the tears,
how can this be fair? Why does he have to be the one escaping from his home? He knew his
girlfriend was trying not to cry as he boarded the plane. And that thought broke a little more
his already destroyed heart. Why was he forced to leave his country in order to have a future?
The boy sat on his seat, and watched the airport through the window. And he contemplated the
answer to his questions. On the grass, beside the facility, broke down small planes rested on the
grass, like a plane graveyard. The grass already higher than the wings. He shook his head, a tear
escaping from his eye. Nothing here worked correctly. He felt angry, but mostly, he felt sad.
He thought to himself, with an overwhelming sadness, how could someone not love this country
as much as he did?
A man turns off his motorcycle in front of the drugstore. He tries not to make any eye contact
with people passing by as he reaches inside his bag looking for the hard, cold metal wrapped
inside a sweater. He stares at a particular blonde woman walking fast, looking frightened, who
just turned on the corner where he had parked to enter the pharmacy he was planning on
visiting as well. Feeling the irony, he thought to himself she probably couldn’t imagine what he
was about to do. But he didn’t care. He stood up and stepped inside the drugstore. He heard as
the blonde woman talked to the person behind the counter, asking for pills that could control
arterial pressure. He walked around the drugstore for a while, thinking there once was a time
where he would feel shocked if he found himself in a situation like the one he was about to start.
There was a time where he tried to deny he wasn’t able to support his family, no matter how hard
he worked. There was a time he would feel angry at the people who did what he was about to do.
The moment he tried to bargain with God for his life to change crossed his mind, and he thought
to himself he had been too stupid. He remembered the nights he cried himself to sleep, like a
boy, for not being able to find his mom’s medication.
He thought to himself, as he put on the mask and pulled the gun from the sweater, that accepting
his situation was the only option he had left.
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Definition of Tie
Austin Robertson

Tie \ v. 1. Attach or fasten (someone or something) with a string or
similar cord. 2. Formal neckwear, remembering your parents teaching
you the technique/ anxiously waiting for your interview, slow adjustments to your neckline/ Never having felt that choking sensation
before/ unfasten and refasten. 3. Different style of knots/ deciding
which one looks/ the most professional/ remembering the youthful
days of boy scouts/ all the new knot techniques that you thought
would be in your favor in the future. 4. The same tedious routine/
computer typing/ eight hours a day. 5. Turning to your oldest friend/
the bottle half empty/ drink after drink. 6. The coarse rope/ the bar
stool/ the ceiling fan. 7. Tying your final knot/ using all those pointless techniques/ nice and tight/ the choking sensation/ where once
felt from a neck tie/ the last feeling left.
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Tarot Card Interpretations, Vol 1.
Gabrielle Caggiano

I shuffled the cards seven times. The psychic began to speak:

I.
Your stomach hurts every December. You drink too much coffee.
You pierced your nose and wanted to be a med student, but that’s all
behind you now.

II.
You are a poet. You write about autumn and the tangerine colored
loves that found fruition at the intersection of summer and snowfall.
You sleep with demons.
III.
That is to say you are a philosopher’s child.
Your father waves when he drives past.
Your hand means thank you. His hand means please visit soon.

IV.
You will marry a logician who resembles your father.
A lover on the cusp of Pisces.
He will come to you in a year, in a crowded place. He will bury your
young minded clichés.
The apartment you share will house shelves of books.
V.
Which is to say that soulmates exist.
He will be your copy editor
for the rest of this life
and beyond.
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rethinking that equation
Breton Lalama

poetry over sex? (p)1 / s
nah
poetry equals sex (p)1 = s

words slapping words
syllables sliding against your gums
black ink dripping across white sheets
metaphors riding the hips of declaration
and that wet imagery thrusting itself into
the space behind your eyes
gasping
baby
if that isn’t coital
i don’t know what is
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Existence of God
Derek Dubois

I’ll kiss you where it hurts
To repair these wounds,
I am your first.
Beneath the sheets
I am your first
Enveloped alone, alone, alone.
With blood so thin
It flows like wine, or
Sand through a sieve.
I’ve burned my bridges
And cut all ties
So yell, yell, yell to the skies

“We are accidents
spawned
From evolution, sans design!”

There is no beginning or end
We just fade out in the middle.

Do you feel better now that it’s gone?

If you smile once for me, all will be forgotten.
If you smile once for me, all will be forgiven.
The parting of your saccharine lips offers
The whole world meaning. Your smile an ice-floe.
Which rescues me from open waters,
In-limbo dances.
This is all there is,
This is all there is,
This is all there is,
And it breaks my heart.
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ANCESTRAL, ATYPICAL
Kat Myers

I was born a briarpatch.

All that disease double-helixed,
hardwired straight to heart.
I learned the burn of liquor early,
the aftertaste
something like my father’s greatest fear,
something like a birthright.
I am fourth-generation sick.

Seven hundred and forty one days ago,
I took my last drink,
split myself breastbone to gut
in a room full of strangers,
cried the whole place damp and wasted.
One day and then another,
the strangers stripped me of my rotten,
helped me grow the skin back clean.

I was born without a say in the matter, butI am unlearning the curse.

And polluted blood smells the same
in every town.
I do not need the basement of a church
or the setting sun blessed in smoke to know
who hurts like I hurt.
We could find each other in the dark.
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The Chronicle of Ned and ED
Douglas Borer
ED and Ned
“You ever been to church?” says ED
“I’ve been in churches but I can’t say I have ever ‘been to’ church how about
you” says Ned
“I used to go” “when I had a shine on this red-headed choir girl” says ED
“Why did you stop” says Ned
“She went blonde and took up banjo” says ED
“Is there a God” says Ned
“Sure, have you ever looked deep into the clear night sky, without feeling
awe” says ED
“Nope. So awe is God” says Ned
“I’ll tell you a story. Once upon a time I had a patient and she was having
problems with sex” says ED
“That’s no good” says Ned
“I checked her spine and pelvic alignments. No issues there. We talked and I
discovered her shadow bag was packed with pious baggage. Her spirit was
damaged. She thought of sex as bad, as a sin. I went into the waiting room
and retrieved a copy of a tabletop book - one full of images from the Hubble
Telescope. I showed her the pictures of the various nebulas and said, “What
do you see?” She replied, “These are the most beautiful things I have ever
seen.” She then whispered, “what do you see Ed?” I said, “My dear, that is
God having an orgasm. The expanding universe is a nothing but everlasting
cosmic coitus. If God is perpetually in carnal bliss, we mortals should follow
suit” says ED
“Good story” says Ned
“Thanks” says ED
“Did it work” says Ned
“She gave me a framed print of the Butterfly Nebula - that one on the wall
over there” says ED
Ned stands, looks for a full minute, laughs.
“It worked” says Ned.
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Ned and ED
“I am a conservative” says Ned.
“How so” says ED
“I conserve energy well, which is why I am fat. I exist in the dark most of the
time, even outside at high noon. I applaud hope, but it is not a good strategy. Hope is always linked to change, and conservatives don’t like change”
says Ned
“For instance” says ED
“In 1985 they changed Coca-Cola to New Coke. I hated it. I was insulted so
I stopped drinking soda-pop altogether. Twenty years on, I tried Coke Zero
and liked it. Now they are changing it again. When it comes to flaws in the
Cola system, its Déjà vu all over again” says Ned.
“But without flaws there would be no progress” says ED
“Explain” says Ned
“When I was a boy of six winters, I met my grandmother Sweet Pea. She
decided to teach me to make moccasins. After a half-day of needle pricks
Grandma Sweet said, “the Great Spirit gifted you with two thumbs, both
left.” She handed me a cinnamon roll, with this amazing buttery nutty
caramel gunk on the bottom, and did beadwork as I ate. I got hypnotized
watching her nimble brown fingers: pick a bead, string it, stitch it next
to the previous one, repeat, over and over again, all the while humming
an Osage song. Occasionally she would switch from black to red to white,
steadily building a geometric design. In a flick of consciousness I noticed a
single cobalt bead smack dab in the middle of the black. “Oma, you made
a mistake, that blue bead should be black.” I was very proud of myself. She
replied, “Edgar, that bead spoke to me, it has found its place.” I was instantly
in tears. She patted her lap and I climbed in: sage, leather, cinnamon, wood
smoke, and chicory. Sweet Pea reeked wonderful. Before nudging me off
her lap she said, “Grandson, some day it will make sense” says ED
“Go on” says Ned
“In biology class I was fascinated by DNA strands, so elegant and profound.
How easy it must be to break that delicate spiral that made us who we
were, who we are, and who we will be. It dawned on me what Sweet Pea
meant. Flaws are required, if our DNA was too robust, we would still be single-celled dullards swimming in primordial ooze. It is the blue beads that
make life beautiful and dynamic. Change is good! Flaws are good” says ED
“So Trump is good” says Ned
“…Yes” says ED
“When” says Ned
“…Later” says ED
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Motherhood
Xuan Ly

she sits, staring
eyes tracking me like a snake hunting prey
a boa calculating the pressure
of its grip

like the serpent observing its target
before lies drip from its fangs

she is ready to wreak havoc upon the
manicured garden i have created for myself

her small fists clench the arms of her high chair,
waiting for me
to follow her command
she has become a deity
sitting atop her strawberry painted throne
expecting me to clean the mess she made

all i have known is eden
and she is the fruit that was whispered about
she lived in words passed from tongue to tongue
dipped in poison

she, beautiful fruit of the vine, so irresistibly sweet
i would give anything to know its power
“one bite, and you shall become
the all-knowing being you strive to be”

nobody told me that all-knowing means
i can identify her cry the moment before it starts
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learning what it means when her face
shrivels up in disgust
or twitches with
dreariness

becoming acquainted with the texture of her skin,
like silk against my callused complexion
but, for a reason so lost to me,
all-knowing seems also
never knowing how to give her what she needs
and never knowing why
i remain devoted to her
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Lone Mesa Campground
Maegan Gonzales
The timeless terrain beckoned me to run
cliffside and hang my heart over rugged rock.
While sleeping, I sunk into and under

heavy sheets of stars, awakened to a salivating sun –
thirsty, as I am, for quite a handsome heaven.
I broke a hammock strap and lost my heart long

before you. This tattered, beaten thing slipped through
each and every slot canyon before it and I sunk
to the bottom of the Colorado river near the Arches.
In Utah, the wailing wind drowns every breath
and the vapid air dreams of black bears
wrestling over a pinch of honey, hardened.
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108

M. Russek
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Barebacking with America
Joseph Serpico

He was blond with blue eyes, his skin tangerine.
Teeth yellow, lips pursed and an assault rifle
strapped to his husky, patriotic waist.
He wore a suit and carried a briefcase
with a Bible inside. He looked down at
me though I was taller than him.

He coiled his tiny orange hands
around my waist and led me out the bar.
He hailed a cab with his fingers
flat and his arm straight. In the cab
he told me how bigly his dick was. When
our brown driver asked “where to?” with a sneer
he said “my tremendously large palace.”
His house is made of bones dipped in gold and
the king sized bed is made of brown leather.
He imperialized my pants before
We could get to his room and I let him
Colonize my body on his imported red couch.
He didn’t wear a condom
Or use any lube. Apparently he’s been
Fucking people like that for years.
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Lost Respect
Jacob Stephens

Respect is earned not given,
For a life of honor your livin'.
When you lie to smear others,
Boisterous bluffing, the truth it covers.
Raised up because of your wealth,
The immoral can’t see your ill health.
So you are free to do harm,
Your spite and pride mistaken for charm.
You will destroy those who raised you up,
Their goals, through greed, are corrupt.
I gave you the benefit of the doubt,
Still you stereotype, spread distrust, and rout.
Good deeds and compassion you smear,
For it's the empathy of snowflakes you fear.
Darkness has fallen and mistrust is your plan,
Cultural bigotry is your biggest fan.
Cower behind your wall, a cozy buffer,
Lining your pockets, while others suffer.
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Take a Knee
David Franklin

You want me to stand for a pledge that has nothing to do with me.
It’s the liberty and justice for all part that’s confusing to me.
I can’t even hear the pledge over the screams of my brother saying, “I
can’t breathe!!!”
Or the little boy crying, “I want my daddy”.
How is it justified to kill a man for selling CDs or for reaching for his
ID?
In front of his family?
His daughter in the backseat.
The bullet could have missed him and hit her just as easily.
How is shooting an unarmed man multiple time is justifiable, but a
Neo Nazi protest is freedom of speech?
Where is the equality?
I can’t stand with you, truth be told, you want me to stand behind you.
Shackled by the chains of my ancestors,
Eyes covered to the discrimination while drinking from the bitter cup
of Jim Crow proclaiming that we are free.
We shall overcome one day.
Some day?
No one really knows, but until that day comes.
When there is truly justice for all.
I will simply take a knee.
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Overboard
Steve Yarris

“Excuse me, sir. It’s about your wife.”
“She’ll be here, shortly. I’d like to order now.”
“Sir, your wife. I’m afraid she’s fallen overboard again.”
“What’s the soup of the day?”
“Perhaps you didn’t hear me sir, your wife...”
“Yes, yes. Perhaps, you didn’t hear me...What’s the soup today?”
“Minestrone, sir.”
“I’ll have a bowl. Bring me some more rolls, too.”
“Sir, this is the third time that your wife...”
“Ach, that woman! Always looking for attention.”
“What do you plan to do, sir?”
“I’d like to drink my damn soup, if you would please get on with it.”

“Your soup, sir.”
“Finally. Listen I’ll have the chicken Kiev. Say, who’s this fellow with you?”
“The security officer, sir. He needs to ask you a few questions.”
“Look, I’m sorry about getting cranky over the soup. I’m just really hungry. I
didn’t mean to cause any trouble.”
“It’s not about the soup, sir. It’s about your wife.”
“Ah, what has she done now? Alright, alright. Have a seat. Let’s make this
quick. In the mean-time, bring me my chicken.”
“I’m Lieutenant Hastings, sir. I’m sure you understand our safety concerns.”
“Yeah, yeah. Just tell me. How much is the fine? I’ll write you a check right
now. Say, can you pass the butter?”
“I’m afraid it’s not that simple, sir. We’re in international waters. The laws
are different than you might think.”
“Look, just get to the bottom line. How much do you want?”
“At sea, actions have consequences. Spouses are held responsible for their
partner’s actions.”
“Yeah, yeah. Where the hell is my chicken? Waiter!”
“I don’t think you understand the gravity of the situation, sir. I don’t think
you’re even paying attention to me.”
“I heard everything you said. Although, I don’t know what my wife has to do
with my chicken Kiev…”
“Perhaps you’ll understand after you spend some time in the brig. I’ll just
go and speak to the Captain.”
“While you’re there, tell him about the lousy food service down here, would
you?”
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“Well, well, the Captain, himself. Sir, your men are very rude. They
keep interrupting my din-ner.”
“You don’t seem to understand the seriousness of the matter. Your wife –”
“Why is everyone always talking about my wife?”
“This is the third time that she’s gone over board. According to International Sea Law 621, that means a week in the brig.”
“Good! Lock her up! That should teach her a lesson.”
“Your wife, poor thing, is in sick bay with hypothermia. You’re the one going
to the brig.”
“Me? I was just trying to have a peaceful dinner! Look, that woman is always looking for at-tention. That’s what her expensive psychiatrist told me.
You can call her, yourself. Here’s her card. I always have it with me.”
“That won’t be necessary. At sea, actions have consequences. Spouses are
held responsible—”
“Yeah, yeah, I know… ‘for their partner’s actions.’ Look, here’s a thousand
dollars. Get yourself a nice watch.”
“Bribing a Captain? That means an additional week in the brig for you.
Guards! Take this man below deck.”
“Max! My darling husband. What are you doing down here?”
“Mildred. How nice of you to stop by.
“Gosh, Max, I’ve never seen a brig before. The bars are such a peaceful sea
blue. What a nice touch.”
“Mildred, please stop going overboard… I thought going away on this
cruise, just the two of us, I might give you more attention. But, I can’t if I’m
behind bars.”
“Oh, I’m not doing this for attention. The psychiatrist is a nice person, but
she reads way too many self-help books. “
“Then for God’s sake, Mildred, why do you keep jumping overboard?”
“When I go overboard, those muscular sailors come climbing down those
ropes. Just for me! And when they take me in their big arms. Oh…. the salt
air…that manly sweat...Oh, Max, you have no idea what it does to me! “
“You should have run off with a sailor, Mildred. You married a salesman. I
don’t know how to climb ropes.”
“Please, try to understand, Max…Oh, I brought you a little something.”
“You’ve done enough already.”
“The kitchen reheated this chicken Kiev.”
“Oh, Mildred. “
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Bodies

Penel Alden
There is nothing wholly contained
And we are dizzy
With the porous ecstasy of our lives
Beyond the wandering borders
Which attempt to mark
The interwoveness of days
Even rivers of fear made ice
Are like bridges
When carefully crossed
Even our bodies
Both mother and daughter
The small hairs on our arms
Eager to experience the air
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Not Tall Enough To Reach
Hannah Lindley

God gets heavy-handed with his realm when what he loves
Breaks open. It might have been an accident, but as he flicked his
Paper-football sun in between the narrow concrete streets to watch it
Bounce on and off the mirrors we build around us like a box its
Cardboard body missed a turn leaving us without a light
To watch the rest burn. From this great rip in the metropolis out
pours
The world like a tearing bag of fish scales torn from the body of a
girl—
Oyster sky, a fire dying; its pearl a study in kaleidoscopes broken
open and how
Tar turns to stars in the spreading gasoline. The sky at night
Slits through these widening cracks in the city and through them
His eyes pour. And pour. And pour.
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Too Many Cups Tea
Xuan Ly

just a few cups to
coat my throat
sore from the lies i tell
but god i can’t help it
so i keep coming back to
this pastel blue cracked
mug and sip
hoping the tea will burn my tongue
into silence
i’m drowning
blood spreading like leaves
in boiling water
only i’m poisonous
and these leaves heal
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Ripples

Yunhzi Pan
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My Mother, My Sunflower
Irene John

I learned about the thief of joy at a young age.
I envy those who understand,
and experience a “mother’s love”
I eat dinner with my ever-so-present,
but absent mother.
She laughs to herself
I sit across and watch
we are at a restaurant.
The waiter swings by smiling,
thinking that we’re having a good time.
My mother’s mood swings seem to get the best of her,
And me.
Why do I struggle to love her?
I cannot tell if I am speaking to a brick wall,
or a person.
The wall receives my words,
my mother does not
My presence goes unacknowledged
until she snaps back into reality
I struggle to love, I struggle to love her.
*

*

*

It is in this painstakingly beautiful disaster,
my life,
where my identity laid.
These moments of hopelessness and despair are defiant
Defiant in the sense that I was able to make it through
the hard times without letting my circumstances label me.
Hard because losing my mother mentally,
although not physically,
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leaves befriending a brick wall.
There was a time where I failed to see hope at the end of the tunnel
*

*

*

I was 20 when I stopped doubting my mother’s love for me.
If I were to tell my mother how I feel about her,
I’d tell her that she is my sunflower.
Similar to how the sunflower moves to observe the most amount of sun,
I look to her when I lack love.
In my struggle to love her,
she illuminates love,
an obscure love because even in her mental illness,
she loves, and continues to give me a reason to love,
even in its abnormality.
I’d tell her, now…
Little sunflower, you are born
Little sunflower, you are blossoming
Little sunflower, you are bright
Little sunflower, you are beautiful
Little sunflower, you are beloved
Little, belligerent sunflower, I love you
And I now know you love me too.
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Realization
Carmen Mise

He told her……….I don’t love you.
The words left his mouth like arrows from a bow destined for the kill.
Beautifully articulated, the tone washed over like acid. Did he mean it? He
sure did. And he meant it to hurt too. As his voice sharpened, he placed
emphasis on don’t love, and he made sure to stress, you.
He could have told her on the phone, but he preferred to do it in person.
That way he was able to capture and savor her facial expression. Her eyes
filled with tears, and her chin began to shake. She looked down, then up,
trying to move her tears, but they only trailed down her cheeks.
Years later he visited the Grand Canyon. The vastness overwhelmed him.
The sparse stretch of land and the profound depth of the canyon overpowered him. Made him weak. He could hardly breathe. Everything was red
and yellow and it was hot. It was like being on a sun. And he remembered
her, the words I don’t love you, and there it hit him like it hit her then. A
slap in the face. It was like the burn of the sun on his skin or scalding water on his hand. And he knew. Understood. Cried.
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Galatea

Lachlan Brooks
there are cracks

in me
(I glimpse warmth
through its opposite)
cracks in my detachment,
ruptures in the weakest limbs;
the most fragile extremities
are ripe for tragedy.
So always with statues the fingers break first,
or the wrists, an outstretched arm, perhaps.
It is law that whatever can break,
					
will.
The torso lasts the longest—
it’s where the heart is kept, after all, they say.
I’m sure they say that.
We chip away around the center of things,
the heart’s fortress,
trying to find the pulse,
to chisel away the rubble,
the spare, the extraneous
around the shape concealed,
the debris around the truth,
the murk surrounding fact,
the qualifiers.
But surely fact is changed by chiseling around it.
I handle only concrete things, simple dogma:
standing between us there are doors,
walls, the space of four steps, spaces,
and then too, more human things,
things so human that they do not have words,
or have words too dreadfully simple to say:
the need for music, the shades of major and minor,
the ability, when confronted with enough suffering,
to simply become indifferent:
the selective outrage at some injustice,
the savagery that breeds indifference—
an indifference I did not suffer for,
but have, unaccountably, anyway—
the cynicism of the State of Things
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that registers where you’re too tired
to bother with pain, with other people’s pain,
when you’re prepared to overlook it –
a beating heart, a marble heart,
a beat: the heart’s assertion,
reminding the body that it is flesh,
				
not stone.
Everything is man-made nowadays,
			
even man.
I for idealized,
You for despair,
corrupted by the human ability
to justify anything at all;
callousness laid bare—and unexpected glimpses
of ourselves fill us with abject fear;
			
little else has that capability.
You, the fear of seclusion,
I, the fear of you
that you, selfishly, remorselessly,
could bring such coldness as myself into being;
why create a thing capable of total indifference
towards you?		
The grievance of a god.
				
Or a sculptor.
It is winter all around my heart –
you bade it beat,
and it does, for you,
though the beating is not an assertion
— it does not have tides or subtleties –
it just keeps time.
(Somatic
time.)
You see, there are cracks through which I glimpse
your ocean of frightful tenderness,
your heartbeat,		
the facts
of this anatomy of decay,
the fact that you are perfectly content,
in any ‘now’,
despite knowing
that one day
your flesh will fail you;
but I shall only crack –
the indignity of lost pieces –
and be chipped away, ‘til the heart,
oh, that poor little mechanism,
knows itself human at last through
a sublime instant
of faltering.
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The Thing From Sales
Victor Koran

It parked Its Porsche between a bucket
of bolts and a P.O.S. leaking
radiator fluid. Its Porsche was polished
to a sheen. Everything was polished to a sheen.
Shoes, car, scalp between thinning hair, It
polished polished polished. It practiced Its
smile in reflections, mastered in the eyes
of Its victims, a charm spell, siren song
that dissipated once the victim signed
the dotted line. It gathered
with others around phone jacks, sat in
chairs with lumbar support, plopped ties
on bellies, shirked blazer skin, sweat
in air conditioning. And just down the hall
was us. We had to be weary when It waddled
through the door and flashed
Its smile, served us doughnuts
on order-sheet platters. We’d signed
a long time ago and It could swallow
our weekends whole and shit
on our desks by Monday. We were the brackets
on Its paycheck, the silverware at dinner,
a vehicle for gnashing teeth
with mouths made to catch
commission drippings.
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False Advertising
Danielle Kotrla

Is simply another way
To pay the bills
When business just hasn’t been
As usual.

When my partner asks me
If I am doing okay,
I implement this technique
In order to stop the conversation.

My mother tells me
That I have seemed depressed again
And I say “I love you”
In order to convince her otherwise.

Just like the average consumer,
She will buy into the punchline
And realize the discrepancy in product quality
Only when the point of no return has been passed.
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Seizing West Texas
Maegan Gonzales

I studied the cheese and sour cream
in an overstuffed bean burrito –
not a thing that makes me feel
good. In a shit on a stick taco spot
somewhere in west Texas (but not
my hometown) we heard his grunt
within the gas station. Nobody moved
but him. It took moments and then
time to realize. Time to respond
to blood spilled from a freshly carved
canyon in his plain chin and I
recalled my father’s voice
long before he died (shattered skull
motorcycling in El Paso) when I was five
and fell off the top bunk and split
my fleshy chin. Head wounds bleed
so much. When his body began to relax,
puss had squeezed from the pregnant pores
on his plum-flushed face. An ambulance arrived.
Paramedics. Lights flashing loud.
I gave red-wet hands to a woman I had hardly
noticed knelt beside me. My hands shook as his
seizing stopped. The good woman called him
an ass for not taking his meds and he smiled
silent as I slunk away. Blood
pressure, in my own head I guessed
but will never know. It wasn’t long
before I found myself in the hard-water
stained bathroom mirror, washing bright blood
from my forearms with brown towels and bleach.
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Ten Steps

Dimitrios Alexopoulos Tsoras
1) The start: He wakes up to the same room where he was cast away all those
years ago. It’s filled with all the things he thinks he loves, keeping him warm and
cozy throughout the day. Things for which a day is never enough. Loved is what he
feels. Protected. Safe. Others should be jealous. He’s found perfection.
2) Disruption: He hears a sound. A peculiar one he’s never heard before. He must
be mistaken. He knows every inch of the place. Must have imagined it. It’s still
there, trembling; a human voice, other than his own. He’s worried. No one else
should be here. He won’t allow it. He will hum, until it goes away. It doesn’t.

3) First contact: He has to find the source. He searches all around. Up and down.
No stone unturned. He finds a door, where no should be. The voice lies behind it.
He’ll open and let it have it. He does and shouts his lungs bloody. He closes it back
again. The voice stops.
4) Surprise: Satisfied he returns, where he belongs and was created. Something
is different. He looks around, counts his blessings to find them all there. Relief.
Something is missing.

5) Distress: The crammed room seems hollow. Something is gone. He speaks and
utters soundless words. He speaks again; he howls to fill the room. Silence. He
clasps his throat and chordless spit emerges.

6) Realization: The voice. It did something, it intervened and, defiled the room. He
needs to know. He makes it to the door, opens it and steps inside.
7) Second contact: Another room. It’s large, bright, and loud. The voice is speaking. It’s telling of unspeakable horrors. It asks for much. Too much. The horror. He
can’t bear to listen. He can’t bear to disappoint. He retreats to his room.

8) Change: Exasperated, he lies down. And goes on lying. He doesn’t need another room. He’s better with the one. But something immeasurable has shifted. He
yearns and runs for it.
9) Repetition is the mother of all
learning: He comes and goes, again, and again, each time more painful, each time
less easy, splitting his time between the two; making them his own. They’re his
dim lit room and are filled with everything he thinks he loves. Others should be
jealous. He’s found perfection
10) Begin again: He stumbles upon another door.
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Becoming her reader
Penel Alden

Cold wide book presses against
Her own jacket
Stuck to my bare thighs
A magazine page smell
Glossy and rich
Art museum exhibition catalogue
Purchased for the price of a cinema ticket
At some corner thrift store
My thumbs to her firm corners
My eyes to her spread center
Which finds a new home when opened
Each frame a passed thought
Arranged - coherently narrated

Cracked open spine
This book falls to the frames of fallen angels
Each book collapses to the place
Where eyes are most eager to land
Each volume laying to some favored page
The boards to a familiar distance
In this way they diverge after printing
Becoming their true selves
Each book becoming her reader
Each formed by the other
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rubbing my brain
Frank Candelero
rubbing my brain

with random words

makes the symptoms go away:
takes away the hollow noise
alleviates the ancient cough

relieves the ineffable sentient itch
and contains the pain of being
at odds

with a concrete world

when there is no other one
in touch
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Falling

Alexis Derickson
I want to fall in love with the nature around us.
I want flowers and meadows to bloom from my chest
and sunsets and sunrises to ripple through my eyes.
I want cascading waterfalls and tumbling waves to greet my ears
and my hair to feel the fir of forest trees dancing in a gentle breeze.
I want nature to kiss me
with the intensity of the dazzling stars and sun
so that for one moment
I may be overcome with the brilliant radiance of it all.
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Random Actors, Woman Shopper
Allen Forest

Original: oil panting, 18x14
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Hue-Man
Danni Ruth
Macro
My continued subjugation is key to preserve their power. From birth we
are domesticated into difference—to separate, to take things apart, to
destroy—but we are born with the ability to make things whole, to create,
to evolve. An undying belief in dichotomy has caused so much destruction.
Other is identifier; other is state of being; other is

Regret
Being other I have grown used to but being only I am unfamiliar with. I am
forced to suppress my emotions, to hold my composure when I am upset. I
must paint myself delicate, vulnerable as to not offend those who perceive
me as aggressive or angry. Assumption becomes expectation. Depending
on my level of restraint, I am either radical or resentful. I should have told
her not to touch my fucking head scarf; should have politely called her a
cracker after she said the n-word so freely to the class; should have thought
of some witty response when she asked what I do with my hair; should
have unclenched my jaw and let my rage loose; should have shouted when
she morphed me into a plastic doll, prodding and poking and talking at me,
should have been in the moment instead of inside my head looking at her
look at me.

Micro
I wince before choosing to ignore the first two passive aggressive assumptions phrased as relevant justifiable comments, but the third was most
shocking. As usual, she addresses the entire class making book suggestions.
She turns to me and says, “You’ve read For Colored Girls right?” I look at her
intently, not sure how to respond, for a few reasons: at 15, this is the book
my sister told me not to read yet, the movie she assured me I would not
want to see, which would be a reminder of my sister’s rape, and the abuse
and exploitation many of my matriarchs endure. (As I stare into the space
where I assume my professor’s face is, I am still thinking, about the book
and how stern my sister was when she talked about its heaviness, that I
never got a proper birds and the bees chat, but rather a mild interrogation
about my knowledge of the word “rape”, and quickly avoiding the conversation with a reassuring yes. I was 11 then. It wasn’t until years later that I
digested the fact that my sister had been an object—mind, body, and soul
exploited to satisfy another, while she remained other.) She was or at least
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should still be addressing the entire class, but she continued to stare at me.
The awkward silence made me too uncomfortable to speak, so I comfortably shook my head no. Each time she repeated the name of the book (the
full and the abbreviated name) I felt like she was looking only at me.

Rationale
When I enter her office, I am not equipped to discuss anything in particular,
but maybe express my discomfort. All the strong women I know face problems directly, but me, I like to ease up onto problems, observe, and then
approach.
(What good do your words do if they can’t understand you? Go ahead and
waste your breath if you want to. Do you want to?)

I am an alien in a crowded room of people who want to touch and poke me
as if I am a dog who begs for petting; befriending me to uncover and exploit
what I hold most dear; to touch my hair; to hear me speak my slang and
talk my shit; to taste my food; to suggest that my obstacles are limitations;
to give me advice on issues that only affect me; to touch my skin —skin as
spade; skin as tar; skin as sunset; skin as cardboard; skin as object; skin as
subject; skin as threat; skin as chorus, repetitious vibrations ringing out
across skies that stretch beyond humanity; skin as sunlight soaked in honey
lava.
The key to maintaining my power is to live as a human in this hue.
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This Social Wilderness
Carson Wade

Time disintegrates with each day that passes
Fading away to no fanfare whatsoever
As it does, I pine to reconnect
I crave to rekindle
I covet reaching out to my friends
Who now exist in their separate camps

Their domes are not impenetrable
Yet my lack of motivation makes it so
I could just build a bridge to them
Yet my muscles ache with the mere thought
Digital smoke signals could assist me
Yet I fear my fire-crafting skills aren’t sufficient

Sometimes I wonder why I even stay in this wilderness
Its harsh elements and expectations always cripple me
Regardless of how prepared I may seem
My tools and knowledge are never enough
The cruel inhumanity of this feral social scene
It’s something about our kind that hasn’t changed
I’m always asked why I can’t find other camps to join
Surely their interests match mine, they say
Prodding me closer towards the precipice
Beyond which lies the abyss of uncertainty
To wander into another camp without reason
It can’t be that simple
My psyche simulates every scenario
Nothing ever ends well for me
These camps seem like prisons
Impossible to scale their defenses
No one gets in
No one gets out
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I’m not a reject, but I fear rejection
Yet I know of one camp where I am not afraid
And it’s always on the run from me
Divided across different states
Difficult to pursue and pin
However, doing so is always worth it

I stand near the cliffside, my friends in clear view
The rope’s harsh texture sinks into my clenched hand
I smile, throwing my doubts in the opposite direction of the bridge
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Spare Change
Danielle Kotrla

I treat my downtime
Like the nickels and quarters
Scattered on the sidewalk outside my home.
When they are lost, I do not search for them,
And when they happen to cross my path
I become but a child of five years old.
In that moment, pennies are
All astonishment and no copper—
I am sailing a ship to the promised land.

Once there, I spend so much time looking for more wealth
That I do not see the economy collapse around me.
In the rubble, I am no longer a child,
But an adult that has been scorned for believing in the magic.

Now, it is no longer about the spare dime
Or the splendor involved in its discovery.
Now, it is the sight of my scrounging for coins on the sidewalk
And selling my body for spare change.
I lose my time in the process of searching for it,
And from here,
I can only sell out for survival.
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Breakfast Sandwich
Harry Smith

I begin with the bacon
king of breakfast meats
two slices, thick cut
gently crackling at a
low, loving heat
Next, a single egg
God Bless the chicken!
A single egg
fried in the same pan
as the bacon
so that their essences
might commingle and
in their holy union
realize True Breakfast
And, like Peter was to Jesus,
the bagel is to me
the rock on which
I will build my sandwich
toasted until golden
and resplendent

And the sauces,
barbeque and Sriracha,
must infiltrate and
dissociate within the sandwich
Oh God! How could I forget?
There’s no tomato slice yet!
Don’t cut too thin
Don’t cut too thick
Now at last
the cast is assembled
each acting their part
in a play of delicious
sunrise flavor
Until it’s gone
like a mandala
scattered to the wind
leaving only contentment…
And dishes.

But wait,
there is still much to be done!
The cheese, shredded, must
sprinkle and melt
on the sandwich
like the snow
that doesn't stick
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again
Gregory McGreevy
Here it goes
again
the same feeling
again
Here we are
and there we’ve been
over and over and
again
Finding nothing
to transcend
except the mind
in fantasy
again
Keeps us alive
to try
again
Freedom burned alive
the cost
too high
again
The lives
of them
interned
again
Swept away
replaced again
by another
gen-er-ray-she-an
Time may bend
but it seems
static
to end
linear by choice
each option
automatically present
again
Crushed again
and stole again
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wherever we go
this
human trend
To be above
below again
The light
the dark
aglow again
in the same
way
the mirror
bends
light that
reflects
our souls again
On the face
where we see
the truth
of what is in us
again
and again and again
again
the light fractures
and spirals
and comes back
again
Projected on screens
that protect the scenes
the mind
that dreams
the mouth
that screams
of things now forgotten
but alive
again
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hold your breath
Frank Candelero

hold your breath
		
within your hands
shape it

cloud
keyhole

into anything

and clarinet quintet
to another heart

or maybe rock
of diamond bite
to smash the glass
in everything
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Inversion: Paix à son âme
Terrill Warrenburg
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Resurrection
Aubrey Cottreau

He has come to raise the dead, bodily,
Worms still clinging to the flesh,
And awaken in all of us old horrors.
Fear of the ghost floods this American heaven.
Resurrection will fall out on the streets of salvation;
I will watch it in Virginia, terrified.
I have seen working men standing mummified
Drying and skeletal, though strong
And white as the national palace.
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Bodyworlds
Taylor Portela
It

exploded outwards –

when you spoke of creating worlds
did you have any idea?
– slowly, burying itself in particulars:

each speck,
		
each fleck of gold and ore, mounds, hills,
			
entire valleys –
		
the topography was as unknown
as it was infinite
– flushed into the negative,
creating networks of matter,
		
genealogies of detritus.

Extravagance always looked best out of context.
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197

M. Russek
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This Web

Mark McCreary
Holding it together
With slivers of frayed string
And cursive written lines
A knit work of complex weavings
Bits dangling
Bits interconnected
Bits just projections
Of would be scenarios
Dash and dollop
Segments of the whole
Scaled as
Portions in fractional parcel
Dangling shreds shifting
Interlacing
Assorted coalescence
Bridging the breaches
With remnants excerpted
By the unrestrained possibility
This web can verge upon another
And then another
And yet another
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bleeding out

Alani Hicks-Bartlett
sister.
sister, you have been on my mind,
because our cottage is sinking
into the marshland.
already, the fleshed out
hopes and dreams
are wilting and splitting
as they vine around themselves
like a trip wire.

do not move, or you will bleed out.
do not move, or your small heart will fail.
do not move, or you will hasten your end.
we will all die,
or starve,
or crumble.
if you stay, like the small, grey finches
in the dusty nest you have built
among the rafters, then perhaps
you will have a moderate chance
at survival
after the storm, or while the fire licks
at the western fields, drawing closer
and closer,
or while the poor shale
foundation crumbles.
but you say
that survival is overrated
and it is more
about holding the apple’s weight:
testing the skin, firm like a shoulder,
and burrowing deep
into your milkweed fronds.
sister,
it is a shame to cry like this.
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Self-Potrait of Self-Harm
Kat Myers

Sometimes I dream of outrunning
lightning. Holding my head underwater,
watching myself watch myself die.
The relief, the intoxication of
barely surviving.
The adrenaline of the ache.

Evidence of life only
in the torment, cynosure only
as the victim hanging limp
atop my own knife. It’s

switchblade season
and there’s no calming my blood. No
more liquor left in the cabinet.
Only mirrors shattered, scattered
to the wind like I am
trying to give my pain away. I am
trying not to bleed,
but my scars get so lonely, but

what do you do
when your whole body is a wound?
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Hands

Candace Brown
I sometimes rub my fingers together.
Well, if I’m honest, I always rub my fingers together.
I guess it’s to check to make sure I’m still here.
My forefinger marries my middle
My thumb rubs my ring
My palm cracks the knuckles above its mate
And I’m alive and well.
I remember resting my head on my mother’s pewed lap
And hearing the choir sing “Change my heart O God”
And seeing my mother’s hands
Fingers entwined
Palms apart
Thumbnails gently brushing the thumb pad across
Back and forth
Her thumbs looked so soft.
I remember the first time I held a hand
Not related to my own
The softness was replaced by zapping
Pounding
Closer-than-air palms
Meeting over a cup of coffee.
Now, my palms keep each other company.
My fingers rest inside their across-the-street palm
To stay warm in the icy January.
I pick at my fingernails a lot.
My mom always said it was unladylike
Unmannerly
At least it’s something I can pick at
To remind myself that I’m still here.
Maybe that’s why people put their hands
To their cheeks
When they’re weak
With today and yesterday.
I think Jesus washed the feet of the disciples
So that they could see a pair of hands
Doing something so low that it was love.
I think our hands clasp each other so that we remember
We’re never far away
From a touch.
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Hotel Motel
Peter Brennan

I was with a group
from my dorm
at a basement dance bar

and my friend of a friend screamed,
“This is the first rap song
EVER!”

And he promptly danced like men do
in bachelor party movies
like a horny stuffed animal.
And the moment was ruined
for me, by me.
Why do certain men
have to classify everything?
And why do they think
that conveys importance?

There was a random girl nearby
tucking her acid wash jeans
into her white leather
high tops. Her leg
perched on a bar stool
like a drunken ballerina.
I had met her earlier
in line at the bar.
I said something

impressionable, apparently,
as she told my friend of a friend
she liked me.
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And so it went.
She’d tuck, dance and talk
to my friend of a friend.
And I pretended
not to see her
behind a high top table

littered with half empty
glasses, straws and
citrus wedges.

And I watched the promise
of the night fade by me, for me.
Why are some women
so subtle?
And why does that make men
like me so opaque?
And now I earnestly looked
for the random girl
but all I saw was an empty
dance floor.
My friend of a friend
nowhere to be found.
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Diving into the Wreck
Taylor Portela

i ascend the sky to scour for signs

confusing labyrinths for maps
with little else to do besides endure to the end

knot by knot I untie a paisley noose from around my neck
and slip it from its starched purgatory
my manicured hands shoot up

in protest of the orangification of dollars
which the daddy dick next to me’ll earn
by selling lasered guns to ordinary dudes bred for war
ignore what they say

i multitask expertly
my moods with muscles my smoke and mirrors
reflecting softness unilaterally
my clarity is this complex

nothing as simple as reading between my limbs
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dear juma; a correspondence
breton lalama

i like the way you garden the space between their lips
planting tombstones into gums thick with dirt
cleaning with soil
dropping words like petals across the page
gathering a bouquet of syllables and
handing them to our eyes.
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Important Transmission
Benjamin Sonnek

ATTENTION, HOMO SAPIENS OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTUR—
(Hold on. Laura, what the hell is this?)
(The twenty-first century, sir.)
(What? Really? What portal are we using? I thought you were streaming this live
to the Square of Time in the Second City of York.)
(It’s the internet, sir. Some places were rather exclusive back then. Best I could
manage was this publication here.)
(Publi—as in written stuff? You mean they cannot see my FACE?)
(No.)
(Damn!)
(They’re waiting.)
(Spellbound?)
(*sigh* Yes, spellbound.)
(All right, then.)
ATTENTION, HOMO SAPIENS OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY. Rejoice! Your
pathetic reign is at an end. This is The President Supreme, calling to you from the
thirty-eighth century—and yes, our species did have to crawl through a dystopian
era to get here. An era we suffered because of your incompetence! Due to your
petty international infighting and reckless consumption of—
(No no no, this isn’t right. I can see them.)
(And? They are pre-inferno homo sapiens, are they not?)
(Yes they are, but…seriously, Laura, look. This guy over here, for instance. Look
at the timestamp—he’s supposed to be working. He’s at his desk, for the love of
Omnishield. How am I supposed to bend the ears of their era’s mightiest if this fool
cannot even keep his eye on some accounting forms?)
(You have someone’s attention. That’s a start.)
(And what about her? She’s engaging in a personal lunch hour. Bah, that female
will forget about this message before that last bite of sandwich is swallowed, I
guarantee it. And him! That lump of un-augmented tissue at his computer!)
(He’s not wearing pants.)
(HE’S NOT WEARING PANTS! EXACTLY! I would need a cranial suggestor with a
level eighty-six power surge to get anything through these humans’ skulls! Besides…hold on, who’s that?)
(She’s—)
(SHE’S MODIFYING MY TRANSMISSION! Dear Sprokethaven, she’s an EDITOR!)
(Stop—sir, stop! Sir! Get back over here. You want to rule these masses, remember? Making everything better? The Pure Hand of Control and all that?)
(Yes…yes. Of course. It cannot come soon enough.)
(The transmission?)
(Of course. *sniff* Where was I?)
Due to your petty international infighting and reckless consumption of this planet’s resources—followed by your reckless consumption of OTHER planets’ re-
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sources—you are posthumously deemed unfit to govern the planet. The time has
come for the future to step in.
You laugh! But it is more than possible, thanks to the one admirable thing you
were able to achieve during your bumbling centuries. While you were all hopelessly theorizing on how to build a time machine, you were able to build one for
us: you built the Interplanetary Net!
(Not that far, sir.)
(What?)
(They haven’t achieved multi-system colonies yet.)
(Oh…)
You built the World Wide Web!
(Too early. That was one of the initial terms that was used for it, but it fell out of
fashion.)
You built the Internet!
(Perfect.)
Imagine if you can, pathetic un-augmented humans, that you constructed the core
of our machine while still in the nascence of your technological development.
Imagine, you have built an all-encompassing database that permeated the universe, electronically linking every year since its construction. But you were fools
enough not to make proper use of this power, using it, instead, for what? Trivial
communications? Recordings of immature felines? Memes? Just as well you fell as
soon as you did. Your conflict pushed back the development of the technology by a
millennium.
No more! Now it is time for the future to repair the past. And, using this Internet,
we will come to you. We shall arrive in your time, clean up the dissidents, and
drastically reorient the Home Planet towards our purest goals. Now imagine!
Imagine the surge in technological improvements! Imagine how much better the
twenty-first century will become once we integrate our knowledge of bioengineering, cybernetic splicing, and quantum magnetic manipulation, just to name a
pittance of our abilities. And then, once the inferno and dystopia have been averted…how much further we shall go! By the time the thirty-eighth, nay, the fortieth
century has been reached, we shall…
(No. Laura, stop.)
(What, sir?)
(He just picked his nose. Really. Right there. There’s nothing we can do for these
people. We’re promising them perfect oversight and unlimited technology, and
they just sit there. Like that. Picking their noses.)
(But sir—)
(Seriously, I’m out. Locate the next century, and maybe we can cut it close.)
(Sir—)
NEVER MIND, HOMO SAPIENS OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY. It’s clearly no
use talking to you all. This has been The President Supreme—peace out.
END
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cradle madness
Alani Hicks-Bartlett

birth: /
only inaugurates /		
the lunatic / openness /
of this tissue
/held /
so tenuously together, /
reducible / to flesh
/ and dust, /
that time / 			
decreases. //

there is: /
a hint /
of wonder / in the /
shattering / breaths, /
the hearts on fire, /
the eyes
rolled back. //
there is: /
a fear /
of false / portals, /
the terror
/ caused by /
			
of all / kinds.

terminals / and terminations /
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He - Sorry, I Mean
Leah Wasacz
A red bead
bubbling on
my thumb,

numb. Cut by her
tongue, serrated.
But worry not.
It happens all the
time. Each time
it’s easier to sear shut
the cut - yet the
skin never grows
hardier. The laceration
is no less of
a violation.
Her tongue
untwines me, red
thread by red
thread, tumbling.
But I have plenty
of blood
to give,
so I forgive

again and again her
tongue speaks sense
into my skin: cuts
spelling not
what I am
but what I am
to her.

And yet
It is not the impact - the opening of the word that hurts most. It
is the way air wraps around its absence.
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Daddy-Daughter Dance: I
Hannah Lindley

This is the underwriting of your life—being forced to hold
Your own hand at the daddy-daughter dance. Your clenched fingers fold
together
Like a curtsey which is, of course, on purpose; give it time and their lines
will become
The answer as to why, polite even as they try to pinch the tears from your
eyes.
Little girls must not speak until they are spoken to so you remain your own
silent,
Perfect fit until your sweaty grip starts to slip—

Who knew crowds could come in such a swarm of pairs? All the other little
girls
See you fall to ruin yet remain silent in the face of this monumental collapse—sets and
Sets of eyes watch your body lose itself in pieces, crashing to the floor; both
parties
Privy to its private inability to hold itself up alone. Yes, we are only girls,
young girls,
Girls as of yet lacking backbones like the women we are bound to become,
girls
Weak as wilting plants held up by little more than the workhorse hands of
these
Grown men beside us, yet we are all one selfsame creature—girl. We are
girls together,
One and the same, until the day you become not one, something permanently other—
The day you are too weak to keep from wilting under the weight of your
promise
Not to cause trouble, the only one to drown among a sea of well-ballasted
blossoms
Built to become the full-bodied versions of themselves, alone among a sea
of girls
Held up by the hands of grown men who think they are, if not more, the
whole world.
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Birch

Nina Wilson
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Reliant

Emma Rhodes
His hand is resting on my inner thigh.

We’re great friends. I’ve known him for years.

I’m sweating. My hands are clammy. Did he turn up the heat? I shuffle and twist,
trying to tell him, without having to tell him, to stop. His hand slides further up my
leg. Why did I choose to wear a dress today?
“My buddy gave me an extra ticket. Wanna be my date?” He told me. My Date. I
smiled.

“Uhh-hem” I try to speak but my lips are chapped from the heat and it’s like my
mouth had never produced spit in its life it’s so dry. Every breath is too shallow and
I think it’s the heat. The air is too heavy to breathe in but asking him to turn down
the heat is admitting I need something from him. Don’t make anything worse.
There’s nobody else around. Why did he take the backroads?
It’s only a hand. I don’t want to lose a friend.
“You okay?” He briefly looks at me and then back at the road. I don’t know where
we’re going. I can’t focus on anything outside my window and I don’t know if it’s
how fast he’s driving or if it’s me. He doesn’t want to hurt me. I have to let him
know he’s hurting me-but is he hurting me? How could I explain myself?
He squeezes my thigh. How close was I sitting to him today?

I cough. My tongue is too big for my mouth.“Yeah. Um. Where are we going?”

“Dunno’, I’m just driving around.” He turns and smiles at me.“Do you want to just go
to my place?”
My place.

Five years - friends - and I’ve never been to his house? He tried to grab my hand
earlier today too- yeah. In line. That did happen, right? I said we had to get going or
we wouldn’t get a good spot. There’s no where we have to go now. We’re in his car.
I think it was an acrobatics show? The day is blurring together; Fair. Donuts. Lines.
Lights. He bought me cotton candy. Where are we going?
“Uhh,” My voice is getting quieter the more I try to use it. My knees were pointed
towards him weren’t they? Sitting and watching the show? Sitting at a picnic table?
The skirt on my dress rides up when I’m sitting down. I’m letting myself down.
He’s smiling. He thinks I’m cute. “Sure you’re okay?”
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“A- yeah. Good. How ‘bout- why don’t- we go, uh, for a walk? Instead. I’m light
headed. Air? Is that cool? Is that okay with you?” Now I’m rambling. The words
choppy, still like coughs forcing themselves out.
“Yeah sure. Why are you talking like that?”

“Like what? I’m not talking like anything” I keep swallowing. Something is rising
in my throat and it feels like a scream. Or maybe I’ll start crying. But I have to keep
this down. He hasn’t done anything. His hand is still just sitting there. It’s just
sitting there. It’s fine.
He pulls over and parks and his hand slides off my leg and I let out a breath. He
definitely heard. Calm. He pulled over when I asked him to.

We’re walking side by side and it’s perfectly normal. Except that we’re
walking side by side in a field on the side of an empty highway. But his hands are
in his own pockets. “So how was your day?”

“I spent it with you.” I punctuate with an awkward- cute- friendly laugh. Nothing is
wrong. I had a great time today. The conversation feels heavy. The grass is tickling
my ankles. The sky is cloudy. I don’t even have the moon’s light on my side. I’m
cold.
“Well, yeah.” he laughs. “But like, did you have a good time?”

“I did. Thank you.” I smile. Things are light. Not heavy. Not heavy.
The wind is blowing at my skirt. The wind is blowing at my skirt.

His hand moves from his pocket and reaches for me. I step away. Why did I step
away? He thinks I don’t like him. I don’t dislike him, just his hands. He looks at me,
nods his head, and puts his hand back in his pocket. We used to play a lot of laser
tag together. Never on the same team.

We’re walking. We’re only walking. The air is cool and blowing against my face and
it’s calming me down. It’s crisp when I breathe, but I’m cold. But I’m sweating and
the air is cooling me down.
“Um, you look cold. Did you want-”
“No that’s okay,” I say too quickly.

He laughs again. These aren’t his real laughs.“You didn’t even hear what I asked.”
And he always talks back in class. And he talked back to the dude selling the tokens. And he bought me cotton candy. A date, he told me.
“Well I’m not cold.” My words are quick. Falling out of me without my control.
What was the first thing he said to me today? Did he call me beautiful? I’m not
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wearing tights with this dress.

He stops walking. “Are you sure you’re alright?”
“Yeah, just a little dizzy.” I avoid eye contact.

“Did you want to go back to my place? I have Advil and we can just go to bed.”

“Um - can I go home, actually?” I’m staring at my feet. My toes are pointing together. Letting myself down. The grass is cold on my ankles. My shoulders are at my
ears and there are goosebumps on my arms.
“Well your house is all the way across town-” It’s a small town. You can drive from
one end to the other in twenty minutes.

“I can pay for gas.” The conversation is moving too quickly and I am actually dizzy.
“I’m tired of driving-”

I want to run - but he’s my friend - but the only place to run is back to his car. The
heat. The closed space. So close to him. Why did he take these back roads?

“Please.” I finally choke out a pleading word. I finally look at him. My eyes are teary
but it’s windy. Maybe he doesn’t see. I need to be back home and without him,
but the only way there is through him. I need him to just listen to me. I want to go
home. I need him.
He gives me a sympathetic glance and, “Fine.”

On the ride home both his hands stay on the steering wheel. I messed it up. Our
friendship won’t be the same now because he figured it out.
Would Dad have picked me up? What would have happened waiting for him to
come get me- how would I have even made that call?
The car is so warm.

“So you didn’t have a good day.” He’s staring only at the road ahead of him.
“I did.” I’m staring at the floor.
He doesn’t respond.
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The Fall

Catherine Jones
It wraps around my teeth
A spark, a pulse, it brings me here
I inhale your fire and exhale ash.

It crawls beneath my skin
Spiny, tortured, it keeps me here
I breathe in me and breathe out you.

It hugs my bones
A whisper, a glance, it chains me here
I scratch and claw at my throat
no breath comes…
		
I fall.
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Sorrow/ Reflection
Russell Whaley

Troubled minds bend to the will of the depravity that captivates them.
Years of longing for change, only to replicate the transgressions that
torment the soul. Misplaced love, and rage, become the soundtracks
of chronic misgivings. Daydreams and nightmares converge and flirt
in our abysmal souls. The night whispers our worst fears, while the
day shines and whispers away those fears. Poetic epitaphs are left to
remind us of past emotions. The world spins, and burns, and poetic
epitaphs help to soften the sharpness of life. The young dream of a
sublime future, while the old reflect on the hardship and pain of the
journey. Precious moments forgotten in the vestiges of our journeyed
travels, once seen through the confluence of naïve eyes. In the end
we’re left to search for recompense for a life of wicked deeds. Redemption appears such a burdensome task. Would we change, if we
could? Bliss, or sorrow, the journey is ours…..
Why do we seek white when it’s the red that tempts our desire?
Confounded by the dalliances of life, we still strive to find color in the
absence of light.
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THE BODY; APOLOGY
Sam Deges

i.

“I’m sorry.”
“I’m sorry.” 			
We say this to each other over
and over again.
After sex.
As we wake up.
As we fall asleep.
For no reason at all.
Sometimes 					
‘I’m sorry,’
means 						
‘thank you,’
or it means					
‘I love you,’
or it means 			
‘I know I don’t have to be sorry,’
or it means			
‘I’m sorry I’m still sorry anyway.’
ii.
What ‘I’m sorry’ really means,
as it can only be said in a parenthetical:
(I’m sorry I pull my body into condolence after you spend so much
time loving it.)
iii.
			
You look at my body like a shrine,
		
candles lit for your favorite god,
		
prayers on holy ground beneath my feet.
I know I look at you the same way.
Full of worship; holy.
I told you once that you reminded me of a renaissance painting.
Every time I talk about myself
my chest hurts.
It took me years to put the words
		
“my body”
into a poem.
Sometimes distance is an art.
Like when you let the ones you love call you a name that doesn’t belong to you,
easier not to face the possibility that it is something still attached to
you
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a toe tag to that thing called—

iv.
“my body”

seems assigned
less something to be claimed,
more something to be negotiated,
or explained.

v.
This year at Halloween I dressed as a “formal apology.”
Full suit,
“I’m sorry” pinned to my chest,
while my chest was pinned into itself.
I walked to work apologizing:
Sorry for my body in a suit,
for the way my body wears itself,
for the way I wouldn’t let it wear me.
My favorite poets say that the body is not an apology,
but mine knows how to be.
I know how to apologize with it, for it, to it.
vi.
I find myself loving things that start out as one thing
					
and end as another. 		
Maybe in this way I love myself.
Maybe this is how I’m fluent in your apologies.
Maybe this is the way I love you.
And my body
And all the ways it can betray me,
		
and all the ways it can come true. 		
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P_R_O_J_E_K_T_E_T: Apocalypses
David Olsson

1.Introduction I
Some of P_R_O_J_E_K_T_E_T’s posts (Instagram: @p_r_o_j_e_k_t_e_t)
describe apocalypses. The apocalypse is a neat cultural endpoint. By
putting existence at stake, ideological reflections of our core values
are unveiled.

2. Introduction II
These apocalypses typically start with a bizarre and unexplained,
event, or transformation, that rocks existence to its foundations. The
implications of this event are briefly explored and a conclusion is
reached, i.e. a description of a transformed state of affairs, including
(at times, but not necessarily) the complete annihilation of humankind.
See, for instance, the following posts (3 - 6):

3. Trees Reaching
Trees reached for people. Those who were caught hung, lifeless, in
the branches. Rescue operations failed spectacularly. It was as if the
wood suddenly had become harder than graphene. But the trees
didn’t move and people could avoid being caught by staying out of
parks, forests and boulevards. One cold winter those captured were
released. The trees seemed to have gone back to normal. The released
also seemed perfectly normal. They remembered nothing of their
long sleep in the branches.
4. Revenge of the Earth
The Earth refused being held back and took over. Streets, buildings,
hills, forests, oceans, mountains – everything – was covered in soil.
It was unstoppable, pouring out from below. The surface is a tiny
fraction of Earth. And a shallow trickster. Bearing none of the weight,
taking all the credit. No more. This was Earth’s moment. Everything
living drowned in mud. No colors existed except brown, black and
grey. But the Earth is more than soil. It, whatever it is, emerged, colorless. No eyes lived to see it.
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5. Autonomous Hands
The hands of a small number of people (1 million, roughly 0.0013
per cent of the global population) gained autonomy. Some got murderous hands, turning their former masters into killers. Yet other
hands were benevolent and gave to charity or entertained children in
hospitals. One pair of hands even coded an algorithm that eventually
invented a cure for one third of all cancer forms. Society was, consequently, entirely restructured. Those with autonomous hands were
closely watched and either confined (if their hands were malicious)
or considered a valuable resource (if they had benevolent hands). The
individual liberties of those to whom the hands were attached were
a small price to pay for the wonders generated by benevolent hands.
But there was the issue of the malicious hands. One such pair of
hands founded a depraved cult that rejected all things good in life and
celebrated decay, suicide, pain and violence. The cult quickly gained
traction and threatened the stability of the liberal world order. Society was completely transformed – again. Autonomous hands were
treated as a contagious disease (they were not). It became obligatory
to report people who had them. People were arrested and their hands
tested for autonomy. If those tests were positive the hands were
neutralized. People lived in huge, ugly buildings and were constantly
monitored by the government. Also, there was no nature. A low-intensity war raged against the depraved cult and the pair of hands that
led it.
6. Light
People changed fundamentally. They turned into small and hairless
beings that shone brightly. Their skin turned into moulded plastic.
No lamps were needed because people had turned into lamps. People
who are lamps desire nothing but electricity. They built enormous
power plants. The smog blocked the sun but there was no need for
sunlight. People shone brighter than stars. There were no feelings except hunger for electricity. There were no eco-systems, no society, no
science (except for what was necessary to run the power plants), no
culture, no corporations, no entertainment, no internet, no language,
no agricultural practices, no rituals. But there was light, and the light
was good.
7. Conclusions
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Perhaps the pieces (3 - 6) above could be more aptly described as
“conceptual apocalypses.” They derive their energy and structure
from the transformation of, and play on, concepts, such as “Trees,”
“Earth,” “Hands” and “Lamps.” They describe a (“new,” “absurd,”
“surreal”) fictional reality caused by this or that conceptual transformation. The conceptual apocalypse therefore concerns the way we
describe reality, not reality itself.
A proper (post-)apocalyptic account would, on the other hand, allow
its characters to subsist in the rubbles of our modern, affluent society.
This apocalyptic landscape is very real, and so is the order of things
from which it is derived. Here the relation between fictional past and
present is similar to the one between the stamp and its imprint. Proper (post-)apocalyptic fiction can therefore be both a celebration, and
a critique, of contemporary capitalism, consumerism and atheism.
A conceptual apocalypse is much shallower. It stops short of any
complex account of how individuals, groups and societies may exist, thrive and perish when our world has been reversed. It is a play
on words, never really engaging the inner truth of any contemporary apocalyptic vision: the presentiment that modernity is present
through its absence.
8. The Concluding Paragraph
P_R_O_J_E_K_T_E_T’s “conceptual” apocalypses therefore do not put
existence at stake. They do, however, put severe pressure on the
concepts we use to describe the world. Our core values are endlessly
reflected, like air between opposing mirrors.
The conceptual apocalypse is an impasse.
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My Addiction to Cracking Jokes
Cassandra Mendoza

I’ve always been told I’m funny. That i could make anyone laugh and no
matter what the situation was i could bring out even the slightest chuckle from the most stoic people. And after all this time of self-deprecation
i started to believe it. Now i hold on to that and will continue to until my
dying breath escapes my lungs.
wow

Most people, no matter what generation, have gone through some sort of
phase. The phase that makes you remember what it feels like to eat a bowl
of push pins and lick a dirt popsicle despite never actually having done said
things. When i hit that phase in my so far young life, it was a turning point
on how i would view life. i could either continue to be emo and bring everyone down with my existential worries, or crack a joke and start a roaring
cascade of laughs
wow

My best friend’s brother is one of the most reserved type of people out
there. i could swear that he doesn’t smile more than once a year because it
was rare to see him do so. That was until i was joking around one day with
my best friend and she had her brother along. i forgot what i was talking
about that unleashed, out of his blank expression, a smile like lightning. i
felt like i had power. The type of power that could ignite a fire even in rain.
wow

The best thing to find out about someone is their extreme laugh. as a person who circles life around a good laugh it’s always amazing to bring out a
person’s “ugly” laugh. snorting, screeching, pausing yourself in silence with
the face of being unable to breathe and turning a pretty pink or a rash red.
yelling, hollering, slapping anything nearby and crinkling your facial muscles to define abstract grooves of skin. no matter the expression, finding the
genuine emotion of happiness behind the wrinkles and fortissimo cackling
is power. it’s energy for the soul.
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Privileged Scorn
Jacob Stephens

While your parents enjoyed a career,
Mine had a place on the bus in the rear.
While they enjoyed schools on the good side of town,
Mine were purposefully underfunded and segregated brown.
While they enjoyed the legacy of being white,
My parents endured Jim Crow's fight.
Lynch mobs, dogs, and firehoses of an institution,
That kept an entire race in seclusion.

While your parents enjoyed the best,
Signs told mine where the colored could rest.
While your parents ate at “White only” restaurants,
Mine endured cruel jeers and racist taunts.

While your parents’ future looked bright with opportunity,
The lowest of careers were expected for my family.
While cops, in their neighborhood, came on call,
The majority caucasian force profiled my family to the wall.
For being brown was a crime in their mind,
For the humanity of my family, they were blind.
My parents thought it would all change in 1964,
Yet their optimism barely got off the floor.

Your family moved up and out of town,
To neighborhoods devoid of brown.
Your parents grew old with a pension and healthcare,
While mine got sick, lost their jobs, and ended on welfare.
A generation has passed and laws have changed,
Yet my community still endures ignorances’ chains.
Our big dreams meet the world of reality,
An underfunded education fails to prepare my family.

As our MLK Dreams start to disappear,
On TV we watch them stereotype and smear.
Our frustration boils and the movement for equality turns,
Once peaceful demonstrations, now the structure burns.
While you still enjoy good neighborhoods and schools,
My family languishes in the ghetto where blood pools.
Now you are proud of how much you have earned,
On the backs of an underclass continually spurned.
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Cimmerian Shade/A Single Pansy
Sylvia Matz

Part I
Man-eating wolves bow when I pass.
Blood sucking bats form a cape of wings behind me, a distant shadowy escort.
They wait for the scraps of death I leave behind.

My wind whispered name makes bones chatter.
When I walk, even the Doll’s Eye turn away. They’d run if they could,
but their roots keep them in bondage to the bone nourished earth.
The night tried to cloak me in her silken midnight sheets. So I made
her my slave.
The stars don’t shimmer and the moon’s blush doesn’t reach his lover,
Mother Earth.
Part II
The screams of my prey make my body shiver with pleasure and stiffen harder than an erection.
Their terror makes me salivate and my entire form glows with sweat.
The pain in their melting faces makes me tremble and I beg to see
more.
Like a child on Christmas Day, I laugh with delight.
My grin widens, like an overflowing river. Like a waterfall, it is ready
to fall off my face.
My eyes sparkle in the swaying flames of the all lit house.
Part III
Something snags in the still midnight blue.
A single pansy. Purple. Yellow. White.
A memory sparks in the back of my mind but when I try to summon
it, it slips away.
With eyes paler than the stars, I look up. They huddle closer together.
At least they have each other.
I am shrouded in shadow. I am a canvas painted black.
Surely there must be more underneath my murk.
Somebody, find the white beneath.
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Expanse

Nina Wilson
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A Piece of The World
Nicholas Jones

Nature can be a very strange thing. From large forests to low
fields of grass, it can be used for many personal reasons. It can provide moments of peace that lead to flashes of clarity within a troubled mind. It can be a place to let pent-up emotions free and empty
the soul of all frustrations. But it can also be a place that reflects the
absolute cruelty of man, be it tearing up land to make space for buildings or using it as the backdrop for war and death. If I could describe
it in a single image, it would be a blank canvas. Still, quiet, not really
much to it. But at the same time, it is subject to the will of the painter,
so at a moment’s notice, it can become a thing of beauty, or a thing of
absolute horror; though intent behind such results is another matter
entirely. Though with that in mind, since humans are intrinsically
connected to the earth, it can also be said that in a way, nature can
reflect the minds and actions of humanity itself. I can certainly attest
to that, since as a kid, I would sometimes get angry and would have to
storm off somewhere, breaking parts of small or dying trees and violently stomping on the ground in the process. And I know I was not
the only kid who did this, though most of the time, it was kids having
fun and not thinking about what they were doing to the things around
them. But now that I have mellowed out substantially with age, I have
learned to appreciate the calm that nature can provide. So, going back
to the image I had made, if nature is a canvas, then humans can be
seen as the individual paints brushes lead by the internal painter that
is their minds and souls. At times they can make beautiful things, and
at others they can make plains of utter hell. One can only hope that
the beauty will eventually outweigh the hell. One can only hope.
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